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Our Tactical Rules Favor Equities
The road to reopening the economy has encountered some speed bumps, potholes, and
roadblocks. The number of COVID-19 cases continues to increase, prompting some
states and localities to limit or postpone reopening activities. In localities where hospital
capacity is reaching its limits, lockdowns are still a possibility to contain the spread of the
virus. However, we do not anticipate a national shutdown of the economy again.
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At the onset of the pandemic our investment team acknowledged that we did not know
what the future would hold, but we committed to being flexible in our portfolio positioning.
We adapted our thinking when we found new information focusing on our mantra of
‘process over prediction’ to navigate the extreme uncertainty. A key component of this
process is tactical and best described through our three tactical rules: “Don’t Fight the
Fed”, “Don’t Fight the Trend”, and “Beware of the Crowd at Extremes”. Over the last 4
months, portfolio positioning has varied, in our balanced strategies, from underweighting
equities in March to preferring equities since mid-April. The shift in stance can largely be
attributed to the positive changes in the trend and the crowd, while we believe the Fed
has remained consistently on the investor’s side, as shown in the table below.
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• We believe the Fed will
keep interest rates
lower for longer in
order to get its dual
mandate off life
support.
• The US Primary trend
(200 day S&P 500
moving average) is
rising at an annualized
9% rate as of July 24,
2020.
• Sentiment now firmly
sits at neutral, as
investors have been
comforted with fiscal
and monetary support
during the pandemic.

Opinions are not intended as recommendations and are subject to change. Terms used in this chart are
RiverFront interpretations. Definitions for terms used above are included in the disclosures.

‘DON’T FIGHT THE FED’: Investors should not go against the policy guidance of
central bankers in the US or abroad.
The Federal Reserve reacted with unprecedented speed to the pandemic by increasing
its balance sheet approximately $3 trillion to stabilize financial markets. Recently the
Fed’s balance sheet has contracted slightly, as financial markets healed and asset
purchases slowed, signaling that extreme financial market support is no longer needed.
However, capacity still exists for additional support if warranted.
Now that the immediate financial market crisis has passed, the Fed will need to refocus
on its dual mandate, which in our view is on ‘life support’ because unemployment is too
high, and inflation is too low. The Fed will need to continue to stimulate the economy to
promote lower unemployment and somewhat higher inflation, given unemployment is at
11.1% and inflation as measured by core PCE, the Fed’s preferred gauge, is at 1.02%.
We believe that the Fed will accomplish this by using forward guidance as its primary

tool by telegraphing its policy stance well out into the future. We believe this means that the Fed will commit to
leaving interest rates low beyond its earlier indicated timeframe of 2022. In the words of Fed Chairman Jay Powell
after the June FOMC meeting, “We’re not even thinking about thinking about raising rates.”
While the Fed continues to explore Yield Curve Targets (YCT), a process where it caps the level of interest rates of
a specific maturity along the yield curve, we do not believe it will officially adopt the process. Quantitative easing
(QE) purchases have provided an implicit YCT, pinning interest rates on the front-end of the yield curve near zero
without creating an explicit target, ultimately providing the Fed more flexibility to respond to market data. Forward
guidance and periodic adjustments to the QE program will be the way forward, in our opinion, as the Fed concludes
its July 29th meeting, further reinforcing that the Fed remains on the investor’s side. As our chart below shows, this
is also true of central banks in Europe and Japan.
In short, the central banks around the world appear to be telling investors they will do whatever it takes to
support the global economy.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Shown for illustrative purposes. Not indicative of
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‘DON’T FIGHT THE TREND’: Investors should determine the direction and strength of the trend and adjust
their investment decisions accordingly.
Currently the US primary trend, which we define as the S&P 500’s 200-day moving average, is rising at an
annualized 9% rate as of July 24th (it is currently being calculated from October 9, 2019… last year on October 9th,
the S&P 500 was sitting at 2919). As of July 24, the S&P 500 is trading less than 5% below its all-time closing high
of 3386. We believe 3386 will serve as near-term overhead resistance as financial markets assess the dual
uncertainties of COVID-19 and November’s elections. If the S&P 500 fails to move any higher from current levels,
the trend can remain positive for the next two to three months. This strong trend has given our investment team the
confidence to prefer domestic equities, while incorporating trailing stops in our shorter time horizon portfolios for
portfolio protection.
International stocks also have strengthened, but the trend looks less certain. The international primary trend, which
we define as MSCI All Country World ex-US index’s (ACWX) 200-day moving average, has improved from the
March lows, but to a lesser degree than the US primary trend. The international primary trend is falling at a -2.4%

annualized rate and continues to have has less support than the S&P 500 as international markets are trading only
slightly higher than their October 2019 level. Therefore, the international trend continues to be lower than in the US.
However, given the recent economic rebounds in Europe and Asia, we are hopeful the trend may turn up.
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‘BEWARE OF THE CROWD AT EXTREMES’: Analyze sentiment by determining if it is sustainable at current
levels. If sentiment is identified to be unsustainable, then as investors we must be willing to lean in the other
direction and be prepared to act aggressively once the condition changes.
Ned Davis Research’s (NDR) Weekly Crowd Sentiment Poll (see chart below) has rebounded from the plunge into
the extreme pessimism zone experienced at the time of our last update on March 30th. Sentiment now firmly sits at
neutral, as investors have been comforted with fiscal and monetary support during the pandemic.

Copyright 2020 Ned Davis Research, Inc. Further distribution prohibited without prior permission. All Rights Reserved.
See NDR Disclaimer at www.ndr.com/copyright.html. For data vendor disclaimers refer to www.ndr.com/vendorinfo/.
www.ndr.com/vendorinfo/

We acknowledge that there is the potential for sentiment to revisit extreme pessimism if the economy fails to
reopen and unemployment does not fall considerably, but we believe that worst is behind us and the economy will
heal from here. Sentiment is at a level that is bullish for equities, however, given stocks sharp rebound
some digestion may be needed. We recommend proceeding with caution by employing trailing stop levels
for risk mitigation.

THE FINAL VERDICT:
In the US, collectively our three tactical rules continue to favor equities. While we acknowledge that stocks may
require some risk management in the near-term, we continue to believe stocks will be higher than current levels 1218 months from now. Equities should benefit from the global economy reopening and a rebound in earnings growth
in 2021.
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